Enjoy Church
Photography
Guide

Smiling faces
First things first: Whether it's a banner image for your website, a promotion for an
upcoming baptism or some welcome slides, we have a story to tell and we need to
communicate clearly with our guests.
Let's get out there and take photos of people in our community smiling, laughing,
chatting over coffee and enjoying church. Let's capture what being in a community
at Enjoy Church looks like!

People are designed for relationship and will respond far better to the smiling faces
of people at our church than to a picture of our church building.
Remember to smile and wave while you're out there shooting as smiles are
contagious!

PRACTICAL TIPS
Observe the room and be aware of your surroundings
Candid moments are always the best. Wait for the moment
Ask a group of people to quickly snap a photo – smile!
Foyer shots are a great opportunity for smiling faces
Meeting and greet moments inside the service and Post services connections (hugs, smiles,
laugher)
➢ Volunteer meetings, prayer meetings
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢

Photography Team Building
You can always achieve more with a team than you can as an individual.
It's a great way to build community, give people a chance to serve and explore their creative gifts. Plus, more
photographers mean that instead of just 'adding' to the Enjoy photo collection, you'll be multiplying it.

TIPS FOR CREATING A PHOTOGRAPHY TEAM
•

Invest into gear
Invest into some affordable gear and
get going

•

Find passionate people
Find people in Enjoy Church who have a
passion for photography

•

#wearebettertogether
Let's create a team culture that stays away
from pride and arrogance of whose photo
is whose. Celebrate the team achievement
together.

•

Bring young people and more mature
people on board
Exclude no one and no age. We can all
learn from each other.

•

Vision and Culture first
Always instill the culture and vision of
Enjoy church to your team

•

Don't forget to meet together
Photography can be a lonesome
position at church. Don't forget to
gather the whole team often
and honor the unseen time and effort
that goes into week to week.

PHOTOGRAPHERS: WHAT TO DO AND NOT TO DO
✅ Wear all black
✅ Have your shutter mode set to 'silent continuous'
✅ Ensure all your batteries are charged!
✅ Label your gear
✅ Correctly set the time on your camera to local time
❌ Don't use flash during services
❌ No shooting during altar calls

Keep it interesting!
Always stay on the lookout for the action. Try to take photos from unusual angles and points of view that the
general public don't often get to see. (Crouch down, stand up on stage or hold your camera up high).

I will often try to frame the shot so there is another person/object in front or behind in the frame. With a
DSLR, if you use an aperture of f/2.8 or wider you can get the great blurred look on the
foreground/background items.
Colour grading your photos is a good way to dramatically improve how interesting your photos look. The
trick is to be subtle and not overdo it. For Enjoy social images we generally try to reduce the effect by 50%
just to make sure the image is not 'overcooked'.
SOME GREAT APPS AND TOOLS TO CHECK OUT WHEN COLOUR GRADING
➢ VSCO Presets/VSCOCam
Every wedding photographers secret toolkit. Easy to navigate.
➢ Adobe Lightroom
A bit more complex but offers more ability to colour correct than VSCOCam

Editing and Flow

You can easily take hundreds of photos during Sundays and conference but the key is to have a great
library that is quality not quantity. Be ruthless, intentional and only upload your best photos. This means
you don't waste time grading or editing average photos, it keeps your albums looking amazing, makes it far
easier to find great photos later.
TIPS FOR EDITING
➢ Set a limit for 30 images per photographer each event
Have each photographers cull their own images before handing over to the editor

➢ Be ruthless
If you have to ask 'is this a good photo' and you're not certain that it is – don't use it
➢ Consistency is key
Create your own preset to keep grading consistently across all images

➢ Practice makes perfect
The more you edit, the more you improve
➢ Upload images quickly
If you can have the images edited and uploaded no later than 1 hour after the service

Shot List
MEET & GREET IN THE FOYER
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢

Smiling faces
Connections
Carpark team
People entering church
Coffee
Volunteers
Age/Race/Sex diversity

MC SHOTS
➢
➢

Close up
Wide shots

POST SERVICE
➢
➢
➢

Smiling face
Connections
Teams serving

WORSHIP SHOTS
➢
➢
➢
➢

Close up shots of worships leaders
Wide shots of worship team
Close up congregation shots
Wide shots of congregation

PREACHER
➢
➢
➢
➢

Close up smiling
Close up using props
Wide shot
Wide shot with crows

Inside Auditorium

Outside Auditorium

Kidmania

Adults & Youth (technically
this applies to everyone 16
years and older)

A media waiver is placed
on the
entrances of the Building
1 Auditorium doors in
the West Location (I am
unsure about the
others). Entry through
the
auditorium doors
provides
sufficient consent.

Implied consent is
provided when they pose
for a photo. However,
permission
is required for the
‘candid’ shots of people
interacting (i.e.. they are
not aware that a photo is
being taken of
them).

Implied consent is
provided when they pose
for a photo. However,
permission is required for
the ‘candid’ shots
of people
interacting (i.e. they are
not
aware that a photo is
being taken of
them).

Children

A media waiver is placed
on the entrances of the
auditorium doors in the
West Location (I am
unsure about the
others). Entry through
the auditorium doors
provides
sufficient consent
provided the child is with
their
parent/authorized
guardian.

Implied consent is
provided when they pose
for a photo with their
parent or authorized
guardian (i.e.. the parent
is aware that the photo is
being taken).

At this point in time, no
photos of children are
able to be taken unless
they are able not to be
identified (i.e. photos
of the back of their
heads).

Content cannot be
provided by the child (by
posing) – it must be
provided by their parent
and/or
authorized guardian.

A Media Release
Form signed by a
parent/guardian is the
method of consent in the
event the child is
not with the parent.

A Media Release Form
signed by
a parent/guardian is the
method of consent in the
event the child is not with
the parent.

